
Candice Olson's Favorite Design Challenges
Candice Olson is one of the most talented and sought-after interior designers in
the industry. With her unique style and attention to detail, she has transformed
countless spaces into stunning, functional works of art. Throughout her career,
Olson has taken on numerous design challenges that have tested her creativity
and pushed the boundaries of what is possible in interior design. In this article,
we will explore some of her favorite design challenges and how she overcame
them to create truly remarkable spaces.

1. A Small Condo with Big Dreams

One of Olson's favorite design challenges was a small condo that had limited
space and a tight budget. The client wanted a contemporary and elegant design
to make the most out of the tiny living area. Olson's creativity came to play as she
utilized multi-functional furniture and clever storage solutions to maximize the
space. The result was a cozy and luxurious condo that felt much larger than it
actually was.

2. A Historic Home in Need of Modern Touches

Another memorable design challenge for Olson was a historic home that needed
to be updated with modern amenities while preserving its traditional charm. She
had to strike a delicate balance between old and new, blending classic
architectural details with contemporary design elements. Olson's expertise
allowed her to seamlessly integrate modern features, such as smart home
technology and energy-efficient appliances, without compromising the home's
original character.
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3. Taking On a Challenging Floor Plan

Designing within a challenging floor plan is never easy, but it is a task that
Candice Olson thrives on. She loves the puzzle-solving aspect of rearranging
spaces to maximize flow and functionality. Whether it's dealing with awkward
room shapes or limited natural light, Olson finds creative solutions to create
harmonious and inviting spaces that feel effortless and cohesive.

4. Designing for a Growing Family

One of the most satisfying design challenges for Olson is creating spaces that
accommodate the changing needs of a growing family. From nurseries to
playrooms and teenage bedrooms, she understands the importance of designing
spaces that can evolve as children grow. Olson carefully selects durable and
versatile furnishings that can withstand the test of time while incorporating
elements that appeal to each family member's unique personality.

5. Transforming Outdoor Spaces

Although primarily known for her interior design work, Olson has also taken on
the challenge of transforming outdoor spaces. From rooftop terraces to backyard
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retreats, she uses her expertise to create outdoor oases that seamlessly blend
with the surrounding environment. By incorporating comfortable seating areas,
stylish lighting, and natural elements, Olson creates extensions of the interior that
encourage relaxation and enjoyment.

Candice Olson's favorite design challenges have allowed her to showcase her
immense talent and creativity. Whether it's working with small spaces, historic
homes, challenging floor plans, growing families, or outdoor areas, Olson has
consistently delivered remarkable results. Her ability to think outside the box and
find innovative solutions is what sets her apart as one of the industry's top
designers. With every project, she continues to push the boundaries of interior
design and inspire others to transform their spaces into something truly
extraordinary.
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Popular TV star Candice Olson shares her favorite design challenges

Candice Olson Favorite Design Challenges focuses on the tricky situations that
Candice expertly handles for her clients—the same challenges that many
homeowners face. From working around architectural limitations like sloped
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ceilings or a lack of wall space, merging styles to ensure that a room's decor
pleases all of a home's occupants, to accommodating the changes that come
about when a family grows or shrinks, this book highlights those ingenious
solutions that make Candice's designs both beautiful and functional.

Featuring 25-30 of Candice's stunning room makeovers—described in her
approachable and authoritative voice—Candice Olson Favorite Design
Challenges provides gorgeous sketches and design boards that show you how
each design took shape, while more than 200 full-color before-and-after photos
offer a wealth of visual inspiration.

Includes Candice's tips and insight into what makes each space work

Candice shares how she overcame the predominant challenge in each case

Provides invaluable guidance on planning your own room redos

Redecorating—or even just dreaming about decorating—can transform one's
outlook on life, and Candice Olson Favorite Design Challenges is just what you
need to dream, plan, and execute up a redo in your own home.
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